
Education Assessment

✓ Educational value has been assessed
Comments: (i.e. strengths, limitations, best practice suggestions)
Tynker is a powerful visual coding tool (website and iPad app) and curriculum that teaches students
to program, either with blocks of code or with text-based languages. Courses, through audio
instruction, include logic problems, creating simple apps, building apps and games, a variety of
STEAM subjects, and designing Minecraft mods. High school students dive into real-world coding
with JavaScript, Java, Python, HTML/CSS, data structures, and even AP Computer Science prep.

Preliminary Privacy Impact Assessment

Digital resource Tynker

https://www.tynker.com/privacy/student

Does a PIA exist?  (Vendor, ERAC) no

Is there a ‘data link’ (e.g.. Pulling PI data

from one source to another)?

no

Describe how PI is (requires examining TOU and Privacy Policy)

Collected

What PI data is collected?

List all the PI that could be collected

from students, teachers, parents

through using the service

Username only if created by a teacher in a class.

Google email address if logging in with Google

The Services provide the functionality that allow Student Users to

create voice recordings in connection with their projects.

We do not collect, maintain, use or share any Personal Data of a

Student User beyond that needed for authorized educational/school

purposes, or as authorized by the Student User or his/her parent or

legal guardian, or teacher or school administrator under this Student

User Privacy Policy and the Additional Terms for Student Data from

Educational Institution. In no instance do we sell any Personal

Information of Student Users to anyone.

Used

What is the PI used for?

Will PI be used to make decisions that

directly affect individuals?

Does the company use the PI to

advertise its services or those of other

companies to students, teachers or

parents?

-Providing, Customizing and Improving the Services

- Carrying out educational purposes as directed by Educational

Institutions, such as sharing with the parent or guardian of a Student

User of project progress

- Meeting Legal Requirements and Enforcing Legal Terms

https://www.tynker.com/privacy/student


Disclosed

Who will/can have access (vendor,

partners, legal)?

We do not use or disclose Personal Data of a Student User or any

other information of Student User collected through such Student

User’s Educational Institution (whether personal information or

otherwise) for behavioral targeting of advertisements to students.

Secured

Measures in place to secure –

encryption, passwords, software and

platform updates, independent testing

for security

We seek to protect your Personal Data from unauthorized access, use

and disclosure using appropriate physical, technical, organizational

and administrative security measures based on the type of Personal

Data and how we are processing that data.

Stored

Where is the data being stored?

- What hosting providers are being

used?

- What hosting region(s) are data

being stored in?

Unknown

Kept Accurate

Retained

Expiry, deletion, backup/restore

- How are requests made by

students, teachers, parents,

district staff for data to be:

Deleted, Downloaded

- What are the retention policies

(not, e.g., 1 yr retention if PI used

to make decisions that affect

individuals)

We retain Personal Data about you for as long as you have an open

account with us or as otherwise necessary to provide you with our

Services. In some cases we retain Personal Data for longer, if doing so

is necessary to comply with our legal obligations, resolve disputes, or

is otherwise permitted or required by applicable law, rule or

regulation. We may further retain information in an anonymous or

aggregated form where that information would not identify you

personally.

RECOMMENDATIONS

❏ Approve the application/extension with

some considerations

COMMENTS

Approve with logging in with Google Accounts with consent

Possible to create voice recordings in connection with projects.

Date submitted to IT/Privacy:
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Decision / Date: June 28, 2021


